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comments on National Highways failure to answer details

Here is my comment on National Highway's response to the Secretary of State.

Anne Morgan




Response to National Highways response to the Secretary of States Statement of Matters



National Highways response puts forward fiures and tables without any explanation or justification of the numbers.

The proposals to move the entrance of McDonalds, Eurogarages and the entrance to Markeaton Park to the A52 Asbourne Road will lead to an increase in queueing there. That will lead to an increase in Carbon emissions and in NO2 and in particulate pollution. 

At present traffic can enter the park from the North and South and East without waiting and blocking the progress from the East of Derby along Ashbourne Road. 



National Highways never answered my question “What are vehicles that need to enter Markeaton Park supposed to do when the find that the Right turn Lane is already full?”



I suspect that if the scheme is allowed to proceed there will be a lot of accidents there.

Anne Morgan

32 Kingsley Road Allestree Derby DE22 2JH
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